**A-SERIES.** For most lawn care problems, our A-Series is the answer. A-Series riding mowers can handle lawn care chores of almost any size.

Features include: □ Full floating mowers that follow a lawn’s contours to prevent scalping. □ Powerful 5, 8 and 11 HP Briggs and Stratton engines. 8 and 11 HP engines Synchro-Balanced® to reduce vibration. □ Easy to shift gear transmission with five forward speeds and reverse in a straight-line, shift-on-the-go pattern. □ Heavy-duty positive acting cone-type PTO clutch, a tractor-type feature seldom found on riding mowers. □ Seat activated PTO interlock system.

A. A-111 with 32" side discharge mower and rear bagger.  
B. Cone-type PTO clutch. C. Full floating mower. D. A-51 recoil start.

**B-SERIES.** For lawn care and more, B-Series tractors are the perfect choice. These tractors do everything you’d expect from a riding mower, plus the sturdy front engine design makes them capable of other chores, such as throwing snow.


A. B-165 with snow thrower.  
B. B-82 with mower. C. B-165 with mower. D. B-82 with snow blade.

**C-SERIES.** For the jobs that require even more power, the Wheel Horse C-Series offers an extensive selection of models and features.

Features include: □ Ten different models ranging from 8 to 17 HP. □ Choice of 8-speed gear transaxle or automatic transmission. □ Wheel Horse’s exclusive reliable Uni-Drive® transaxle proven in over 20 years of use. □ Tough single and twin cylinder Kohler engines on rubber isolation mounts to reduce vibration. □ The Tach-a-Matic® hitch system that makes attachment installation fast, clean and easy. □ Seat activated PTO interlock system. □ All-steel, restyled hood with sealed beam headlights available. □ Choice of turf or cleat tires. □ Redesigned instrument and control console.
D-SERIES AND D-250. Wheel Horse's D-Series Estate tractors are built to take on the toughest lawn and garden problems.

D-160 and D-200 features include:
- Twin cylinder 16 or 19.9 HP engines.
- Thermostat controlled transmission cooling fan.
- Automatic transmission.
- Built-in hydraulic lifts.
- The Tach-a-Matic® hitch system.
- Combination dynamic and mechanical braking systems.

D-250 features include:
- 19.9 HP, 4-cylinder liquid-cooled engine.
- A heavy-duty 10-speed transaxle.
- Automotive-type dry disc clutch.
- Three power take off shaft locations.

A. The D-250's 19.9 HP, 4-cylinder liquid-cooled engine.
B. D-200 instruments and controls for easy operation.
C. D-200 with snow thrower and vinyl snow cab.
D. D-250 with 6.7 cu. ft. capacity bucket loader.
E. D-250 with dual-function hydraulically controlled 59" snow/dozer blade.

E-SERIES. The two Wheel Horse E-Series models can cover a wide range of lawn sizes quietly and dependably.

Features include:
- Off board battery charger for overnight recharging and separate servicing.
- Standard Wheel Horse 8-speed chassis and many of the same power transmission components on E-145.
- Gear transmission in easy to use, straight line, shift-on-the-go pattern on E-81.

B. E-81 batteries.
C. E-81 with mower.
A-SERIES RIDING MOWERS.
These riding mowers are designed for people who really take care of their lawn. The A-Series is used primarily for mowing, but other lawn care attachments can also roll, aerate and sweep the lawn.

B-SERIES LAWN TRACTORS.
Front engine lawn tractors built to provide the strength, capability and handling characteristics for more difficult chores like snow removal, as well as all the bigger lawn care jobs of mowing, sweeping, aerating and rolling.

C-SERIES LAWN AND GARDEN TRACTORS.
These hard-working lawn and garden tractors are tailor made for property that demands more power. Built to take on the tough jobs, the C-Series takes a wide selection of attachments for mowing and other lawn care tasks, snow removal, gardening and landscaping.

D-SERIES ESTATE TRACTORS.
Our heavy-duty estate tractors are bred to tackle the toughest jobs. Powerful enough for the really difficult gardening and landscaping chores. They also do a professional job in lawn care.

E-SERIES.
Wheel Horse's exclusive E-Series offers a riding mower and tractor model, both battery powered for quiet, clean, dependable lawn care.
Wheel Horse for 1980...Five series...23 models...There is a Wheel Horse designed to meet your needs.

WHEEL HORSE SERVICE.
Wheel Horse not only has a broad line of tractors, it builds each tractor to provide many years of use. Straightforward design, sound engineering and tight quality control assure dependability.

If a Wheel Horse should ever need service work, it'll be done by factory trained personnel specially equipped to do the job. Wheel Horse operates regional training schools to keep dealers up-to-date on service procedures and techniques.

PARTS.
Microfilm storage of parts and service information provides fast service. A well-stocked spare parts inventory helps your Wheel Horse dealer service what he sells. Regional spare parts warehouses assure prompt delivery of parts that may not be in the dealer's inventory.

OWNER PROTECTION PLAN.
This is another way Wheel Horse speeds service work. If service should be needed during the warranty period, presentation of your Owner Identification Card to your dealer will assure you of service and reduced paper work at any authorized Wheel Horse dealership.

INFORMATION.
Owners' manuals provide standard specifications, tune-up and general maintenance instructions, a handy trouble-shooting check list and recommended practices for safe operation, in an easy to understand, well illustrated format. A parts manual for your tractor is also available.
### Mowing Attachments

- **Mech:** Sickie Bar Mower (Haban)
- **Reel Gang Mowers (Roxie-Bonner)**
- **Rotary "Brush Cutter" Mower—42" (Woods)**
- **Roller Mower—60" (Vemco)**

### Lawn Care Attachments

- **Roller (Brinly-Hardy)**
- **Sprayer (Amended-MacKissoc)**
- **Spreader—Various Broadcast Types (Brinly-Hardy)**
- **Compactor Rake—Bag Type (Brinly-Hardy)**
- **Thatcher—Pull Behind (E-Z Rake)**

### Garden Attachments

- **Hitches to Brinly-Hardy Garden Implements**
- **Tool Bar to Attach Brinly-Hardy Tools**
- **Row Planter (Earth Way)**
- **Cultivator (Brinly-Hardy)**

### Landscaping and Special Purpose Attachments

- **Blades—Rear Mounted Grader Type (Brinly-Hardy)—5 ft. Reversible**
- **Blade with Scarifier**
- **Blade with Scarifier & Roller-Leveler**
- **Brooms, 48" & 60" Wide (Sweeping)**
- **Fork Lift Kit (Brinly-Hardy)**
- **Landscape Rakes (York)**
- **Log Splitter (Thackery)**

### Accessories

- **Headlight Kit**
- **Rear Wheel Weights**
- **Tire Chains**
- **Rear FTO Attachment**
- **540 RPM Rear PTO Adapter**
- **Clevis Hitch**
  - Category 3-Point Hitch
  - Category 3-Point Hitch Adapter
- **Engine Hour Meter**
- **Touch-Up Paint Kit**
- **Attachment Lift Kit**